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3 October 1860

Holland, Michigan

De Hollander had another lengthy article about the Republican Party. Simone Kennedy translated
the article. Other articles, not translated, concerned the local school, shipping, and an article
about "Scholte over Douglas." This Scholte is Rev. Henrik P. Scholte, founder of Pella, Iowa.
In Dutch.
Original in the archives of the Holland Museum.

1860, 10-03

Translated by Simone Kennedy

De Hollander, Wednesday 3 October 1860
Republicans in Ottawa County

For the Hollander
The interest that the Republicans have this year for the Dutch in this county

Sequel and conclusion

In the last session of the legislative assembly, the Republicans voted to allow the right to
vote to negros if they own $250 worth of property, while they denied this right to
residents born in a foreign country. The Republicans attach a greater value to negros than
to residents born in foreign countries. [...part of text not copied]
Some time ago, there were two friends talking with each other. The one was a
Republican and the other a Democrat. Both held high offices. The Democrat said to his
friend, the Republican: "No arguments will be able to hide the fact that the financial
situation of the State has deteriorated, that thousands of dollars were wasted and that the
people are to some degree aware of this fact. Seeing this situation, which testifies against
your party, we do not understand how you and your party entertain hope that the people
will entrust the administration of our State anew to your party." "Well", said the other,
"we do not worry about that. When that time comes we will have a negro cry out, so that
the people's attention will be taken away from these matters, and drawn only to their love
for black people.

The Republican party in our county — noticing that the issue of slavery worked
favorably for their party on the state level, resulting in a Republican administration —
decided to use this issue on our level. Since their party could achieve their goal outside of
our Colony by rousing the spirits, they quickly used the same methods to inform the
Dutch in our Colony.
But friends, the times have changed in our State and in our Colony! It is a well
thought-out method, to have a negro cry out about the administration of our county, but it
no longer works for the people in our county. Even in those places where enthusiasm for
the cause of the negros was most beneficial, people have generally discovered that the
Republicans use this issue to mask great injustice and deceit and to put our administration
at risk. They discovered that the financial government of our small county has slumped
farther and farther down under Republican State control, so that even outstanding orders
can no longer be paid. And now the Republican leaders of our county are preying on the
Dutch people in our Colony.
They know that the issue of slavery — if they want to use that— does not greatly
move the Dutch in general, since they do not like such dressed-up principles. But as they
do not dare to champion another issue, they use the saying: It is good fishing in troubled
waters.
They are aware of the fact that there have been many disagreements between
people regarding the financial management of the harbor. And they know that there was
and is partial politics. If we would regard this as party politics, it would testify against
their party, just like the Administration of the State and the County. But the Dutch in this
Colony are generally not that suspicious and are not aware of their sly intentions. They

will not believe the financial plan of this administration until they are forced to pay large
amounts of their labor and agricultural products in taxes, to make up for the current
capricious way of dealing with their most tender interests.
Considering this, it may make more sense to the reader that the Republican Party
is getting a foothold in our Colony. They only do it to brutally plant their dirty party
principles here, or better, to brutally call them to life — because these party principles
were with some of us from the start, smoldering under ash until they slowly revealed
themselves in actions wherever allowed by the situation, often under the pretense of
being impartial.
Since the election for county officials is nearing — in which the Holland, Zeeland
and Olive votes will decide if our county administration is going to be controlled by the
Republicans or the Democrats — they will do anything they can to persuade voters, so
they can empty our pockets. We trust that this information, on the existing motives of the
Republican Party in general and the Republicans in our county in specific, will make
readers understand why the Republican Party in this county imposes itself on the Dutch.
S.
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